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Abstract 

This paper digs deeper into the concept of attraction and what makes a marketing agency               

attractive. The authors focus on the very first stage of a business relationship before the project                

sets off, seeking to uncover what attraction is and which factors influence it. Through 6 semi                

structured interviews with companies which has been in a business relationship with marketing             

agencies the authors investigates what attracted them to that particular agency. As new             

information appeared in the interviews, the theoretical framework has been extended with more             

material. At the end of the paper the authors present a model which describes the components of                 

attraction. The model is then discussed and explained.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Attraction is a curious concept. In everyday use it describes an almost mythical force that draw                

one object towards another. Clear yet abstract, most people know when they feel attraction to a                

thing or a person, but few can reliably point to exactly what begets this attraction. The same                 

situation exists in business relationships. Although buyers and sellers may have explicit criteria             

that they are expected to follow in choosing a customer or client, what creates attraction towards                

the other party is not always clear (Tanskanen, 2015). Although, attraction as a concept traces its                

roots back to social psychology (Blau, 1964) and has since the late 80’s come into use within                 

business relationship research as a tool in explaining and exploring the relationships between             

companies (Caballero and Resnik 1986; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh, 1987). Research into attraction in              

a business relationship context has nonetheless just picked up steam relatively recently. In the              

early 2000’s a number of papers (Ellegaard, Johansen, & Drejer, 2003; Ellegaard & Ritter, 2007;               

Harris, O’Malley & Patterson, 2003; and Hald, Cordón & Vollmann, 2009) lead the way to the                

very first conference on the subject which was held in 2010 in the Netherlands at Twente                

University; with 41 researchers in attendance (Mortensen, 2012). Far from forming a consensus,             

the research on the nature of, and role of attraction in business relationships offer differing               

views. Some view attraction as something that is abstract to the level of a definition (Fiocca,                

1982; Olsen & Ellram, 1997), while others view it as its own concept (Halinen, 1997; Wilkinson,                

Young & Freytag, 2005; Harris et al., 2003; Dwyer et al, 1987; Hald et al., 2009), and others still                   

see it as being a constituent of other concepts (Ellegaard & Ritter, 2007), There are those who                 

focus on interpersonal attraction (Moon and Bonney 2007; Ellegaard, 2012;), and most whom             

opt to research attraction on an inter organisational level (e.g. Halinen, 1997; Wilkinson et al.,               

2005; Harris et al., 2003). For some, attraction initiatives relationships (Dwyer et al., 1987;              

Halinen, 1997;. Harris et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 2005), for others, it further develops               

established ones (Ellegaard & Ritter, 2006; Ellegaard & Ritter, 2007; Hald et al., 2009; Cordón               



 

& Vollmann, 2008). In her influential book “Relationship Marketing in Professional Services”,            

Halinen (1997, p.59) defined attraction as ‘a company’s interest in exchange with another, based              

on the economic and social reward-cost outcomes expected from the relationship over time”.             

Later, Harris et al. (2003, p.12) developed her definition further by including access to resources.               

This paper will use a modified definition of Harris et al.’s, removing reference to relationship               

stages which are outside the scope of inquiry. Attraction is: “the extent to which relational partners                

perceive future or potential partners as professionally appealing in terms of their ability to provide               

superior economic benefits, access to important resources and social compatibility.“. 

1.2 Problem Discussion 

The concept of attraction has traditionally been coupled with Social Exchange Theory (SET)             

which provide the backbone for many explorations of attraction within business relationships            

(Dwyer et al., 1987; Halinen 1997, Harris et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 2005; Hald et al., 2009;                  

Tóth et al., 2015). Originally developed in the late 1950s the theory describes the social               

behaviour of individuals and organisations during a two party exchange. Relationships are            

according to Homans continuously evaluated by calculations of cost and reward (Homans, 1958).             

The importance of attraction has been demonstrated by previous studies. As a concept it plays a                

part in developing relationships and increasing commitment (Dwyer et al., 1987; Halinen, 1997;             

Harris et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 2005; Ellegaard & Ritter, 2006; Ellegaard & Ritter, 2007;                

Hald et al., 2009; Cordón and Vollmann, 2008). It has furthermore been proposed to play an                

important part in the initiation of business relationships (Dwyer et al., 1987; Halinen, 1997;              

Harris et al., 2003; Wilkinson et al., 2005). Although beyond the scope of this research, it is                 

worth noting that as previously mentioned, attraction initiates relationship, although it is not the              

end all be all reason. Other factors such as time, trust and politics can and do play a role                   

depending on the circumstances (Halinen, 1997; Edvardsson, Holmlund & Strandvik, 2008).  

The work of Dwyer et al., (1987), Halinen, (1997), Harris et al. (2003) and Wilkinson et al.,                 

(2005) elucidated the role of attraction in initiation while (sans Wilkinson et al.) putting the focus                

on attraction throughout the whole relationship. Out of these four, the works of Dwyer et al., and                 



 

Wilkinson et al., are conceptual and not based on empirical exploration. Due to this, the focus is                 

not on the initiation per se. However, attraction changes all through a relationship (Dwyer et al.,                

1987; Halinen, 1997; Harris et al., 2003) and as a dynamic and interdependent concept (Halinen,               

1997) it is of interest to empirically explore attraction in detail at each stage in a relationship.                 

Through empirically exploring attraction in the sole role as the initiator of professional service              

relationships we aspire to complement previous more macro-focused studies and contribute to a             

more granular view of attraction in business relationships.  

 

Beyond academia, it is for suppliers within professional service markets imperative to possess a              

sufficient level of attractiveness as services are themselves relational (Grönroos, 2007).           

Marketing agencies have, in considering attraction as a concept based on reward and cost, the               

potential to elucidate the expectations clients have of them. In turn leaving them better able to                

meet said expectations. Relate this to how clients in their buying behaviour discriminate between              

attractive and less attractive agencies. Halinen (1997, p.242) shared how her informants            

described “Keeping a certain agency on a short-list” when asked about agency attractiveness. On              

the same page, she furthermore note that clients tend to compensate for the inherent intangibility               

and ambiguity of services by focusing on the expected reward outcome of the relationship. This               

assertion is well grounded (Grönroos, 2007). Thus, agencies in competitive markets should gain             

an advantage by understanding agency attractiveness. An additional benefit to understanding the            

building blocks of their own attractiveness can be found in cementing these insights into the               

company culture. It is to be expected that the level of understanding varies between individual               

agencies and between individuals in those agencies. There certainly would be a considerable             

crisis within marketing if there was no overlap between what the agencies present and what their                

clients want. This knowledge is often tacit and therefore agencies that manage to identify this               

tacit knowledge, turn it explicit, evaluate and base policy on it and if feasible, incorporate it into                 

their company culture (e.g. codified as policies, training programs, leadership etc.) should gain a              

competitive advantage from not only that every representative of the agency knows what             

behaviour attribute to the attractiveness of their organisation, but also from the fact that this               

knowledge can more easily be transferred between people (Ballantyne, 2003). 



 

Works on attraction as the initiator of relationships is scarce, and rarer still is articles that explore                 

attraction in this way within professional service relations. From out of 6 semi-structured             

interviews with decision making representatives of agency clients, we explore the factors that             

constitute agency attractiveness and how they are reflected in client behaviour. Limiting our             

exploration to attraction in the early stage of the relationship, akin to the Awareness and               

Exploration phases of Dwyer et al. (1987). A lack of previous research is in and of itself not a                   

strong argument for endeavoring to conduct more. Perhaps it has proved not practically or              

theoretically fruitful. Mortensen (2012) in his review of attraction refer on this point to Schiele               

and Krummaker (2011) who posit that this scarcity may be due to the concept (attraction) itself                

being hard to grasp. If we look at the result of some of the research that do exist, there seem to be                      

some clear reasons for continuing to research attraction in business relationships. As we have              

seen, attraction after all has the potential to increase our understanding of how business              

relationships form and develop. La Rocca, Caruana and Snehota (2012) echo Schiele and             

Krummaker (2011) add their voices to the thoughts of previous researchers (Halinen, 1997;             

Wilkinson et al., 2005) on that the indistinct views of what makes a party attractive impede                

research and the practical implementation of our existing understanding.  

 

Next follows an overview of attraction based in SET and business relation literature. Then              

details on the methodology, followed by the presentation of the empirical material. After than the               

findings are discussed and implications made. 

  



 

2. Theoretical Framework 

 

2.1 Social Exchange Theory 

Originally developed in the late 1950s by Homans (1958) the theory describes the social              

behaviour of individuals during a business exchange. Homans discuss why two partners choose             

to engage in a business exchange and presents the matter of cost and reward. What constitutes a                 

cost rather than a reward and vice versa is relative to a baseline level. If one is maltreated, the                   

simplest act of kindness can be overwhelming. Or to give an example grounded in the reality of                 

business - if one is forced to sell their inventory for a loss, that will correctly be perceived as a                    

cost rather than a reward. This process is termed ‘comparison level’ (CL) and ‘comparison level               

for alternatives (CLalt) which are the basis relationship outcomes are compared to (Thibaut &              

Kelley, 1959). Following a series of such interdependent exchanges, the emergence of an             

interpersonal attachment is very likely to take place (Corpanzano & Mitchell, 2005), something             

which is fundamental for social exchange theory (SET). Research within marketing and            

business-to-business (B2B) relations has for a long time used SET as a mean to explain and                

predict exchange relations (Lambe, Wittmann, & Spekman, 2001).  

 

2.1.1 Expected value 

In 2001 Lawler concluded that exchanges in business relations should be as productive as              

possible since it would generate positivity and the most value for the parts involved. He argued                

that a rewarding exchange would leave individuals with a positive feeling. Thus he concluded              

that individuals strive towards being as efficient as possible during the exchange because it              

would be the rewarding and most valuable for the companies involved. Similarly, and in a more                

simplistic manner this suggestion was first made by Emerson back in 1976. Emerson argued that               



 

a rewarding outcome of an exchange was the most beneficial for both parties. The difference               

between Lawler (2001) and Emerson (1976) is that Lawler (2001) not only argued for a               

rewarding outcome but an actual productive exchange, which throughout time will become more             

and more productive because of the development of that business relation. A fair bit of criticism                

towards Lawler’s (2001) work is that it was not tested in practice, until Sierra & McQuitty                

(2005). Sierra & McQuitty (2005) furthered Lawler’s (2001) affect theory of social exchange by              

testing it in a service setting. Not only did Sierra & McQuitty (2005) prove Lawler’s (2001)                

theory but also that it is amplified within a service setting. More specifically when SET is                

practised in a service setting the emergence of emotions i.e. attraction and attachment are more               

likely to occur. This is because of interpersonal interactions (Sierra & McQuitty, 2005). Once              

again this underscores the importance of socialisation through interpersonal interactions in SET,            

relationship building and attractiveness. 

 

In literature it is not uncommon that rewarding exchange is desirable (Lawler, 2001; Zeng, Wan               

& Yen, 2003; Sierra & McQuitty, 2005). Similarly Serve, Yen, Wang & Lin (2002) argues that                

for attraction to exist between two companies in an exchange environment there has to be some                

sort of beneficiary contribution on a production and/or on a performance level. Ultimately             

resulting in a situation where both parties benefits and either saves or make money. Harris,               

O’Malley & Patterson (2003) also suggest in similar fashion that there is mainly three important               

factors which affect attraction within the service sector. Firstly, a superior economic benefit, and              

secondly access to scarce or important resources. The third factor is the social compatibility              

which will be discussed below. 

 

It is also of expectation in a business environment that individuals behave professionally. This              

paper follows the definition of professionalism made by Zambas (2018). Among other things it              

revolves along the lines of dressing properly, do not use swear words, be on time and be                 

respectful.  

 



 

2.1.2 Social compatibility 

The third and final factor suggested by Harris et al., (2003) is the social compatibility of the                 

individuals involved in the making of the relation. These three factor aligns with literature within               

the field and strengthens the argument that several factors contribute to attraction (Hald al., 2009;               

Serve et al., 2002; Absong & Naude, 2014; Sarmento, Simoes & Farhangmehr, 2015). Similarly              

to SET, a fundamental basis for attraction is socialisation through interpersonal interaction.            

Naturally, simply talking to another human being will not automatically result in attraction             

between the two people conversing. Absong & Naude (2014) argued that there needs to be some                

sort of social similarity for attraction to emerge. Particularly in reputation (prestige) and             

personality, the probability of finding another human attractive significantly increases if they            

mutually matches you in reputation and personality. Absong & Naude (2014) continued to             

suggest that doing favours for one another would greatly increase the interpersonal liking             

between those individuals, as a mean of trying to create or enhance attraction. Note that, just like                 

SET, Absong & Naude’s work is also true for personal interaction and is not only applicable to a                  

B2B setting. As a matter of fact the comparison of sexual attraction and attraction between               

business partners is more common than one would assume, as discussed in the work by               

Wilkinson, Young & Freytag (2005).  

 

2.1.3 Trust 

The third aspect of SET and attraction which will be discussed in this paper is trust. Harris et al.,                   

(2003) argue that trust develops after a meaningful time of commitment. Other research also              

argue that it takes time for trust to develop properly and that it is earned (Sabel, 1993). However                  

this paper focuses on the trust before a relationship takes place. It is important to be transparent                 

and honest with your potential business partner of what you, and them, are bringing to the table.                 

What you together are going to accomplish and which common goals you will strive to achieve.                

If either of the parties engaging in the exchange are dishonest about their capabilities or fails to                 



 

communicate the actual representation of their abilities, they set up a false reality for what is                

about to come which will likely lead to disappointment and a broken relation (Sarmento, Simoes               

& Farhangmehr, 2015). Research has tried to simplify this exchange through presenting            

frameworks where participants can quickly and easily share information with each other,            

something which is particularly useful in the beginning of a relationship to establish trust early               

on (Hughes, Vafeas & Hilton, 2018). Previous research has tried to identify and measure the               

amount of trust two business partners have for one another. Because trust is such an abstract                

concept it is difficult to define and a headache to measure. The only thing that is clear is that if                    

the relationship is successful, the amount of trust between the partners will increase over time               

(Akrout, Diallo, Akrout & Chandon, 2016). 

  

2.2 Attraction in business relationship literature. 

So if companies in a stable relationship generate more value for one another in the long run, the                  

question remains how do a company go about to engage in a B2B relation? More specifically,                

how to a business attract clients? This question is a headache of its own. The authors of this                  

paper will begin by breaking down attraction and its factors, determining what makes a business               

attractive towards clients. 

 

Dwyer et al. (1987) was the first to use attraction in explaining the initiation of business                

relationships. For Dwyer et al., the life of a relationship can be described by five phases.                

‘Awareness’ is the first phase and in it one party is aware of the other as a feasible partner,                   

though no contact has been made. When contact is established, the phase ends. In the second                

one, termed ‘Exploration’, two companies get into contact after first being aware of each other.               

They here try to get an understanding of the other and what they offer. This exploration-phase                

further consist of five sub-processes out of which attraction is the first. Attraction is viewed as                

the result of an exchange where the reward-cost outcome is above a minimal level (CLalt) and                

even though it is characterized as its own sub-process, it is a part off and influence the other four                   



 

(communication and bargaining, development and exercise of power, norm development, and           

expectation development). Thus, attraction is the result of an interaction with a positive outcome              

above a certain minimal level for alternatives. 

 

Halinen (1997) has fundamentally the same view. For her, attraction is the result of a reward-cost                

calculation. Attraction is, in contrast to Dwyer et al. (1987) defined as a future oriented bond                

where this reward-cost evaluation extends beyond the immediate short term. Although Halinen            

covers the entirety of the relationship between two firms, this distinction is still relevant for the                

early stages of the relationship where future expectations are based on assumptions rather than              

experience as is the case when the relationship is established. Furthermore, the attractiveness of              

the agency is gauged based on a number of economic indicators, namely: additional resources              

and capabilities for advertising tasks, new ideas for advertising, support for the client’s image              

and appropriate prices. She also positions attraction as developing under certain prerequisite            

conditions, these being: complementary needs and resources between parties, personal awareness           

of the other party’s goals, needs and resources, and finally common interest in building a               

business relationship. She sees attraction as interlinked with value, trust, commitment and            

satisfaction (Halinen, 1997). 

 

Harris, O’Malley and Patterson (2003) further builds on the framework of attraction seen in              

Dwyer et al. (1987) and Halinen (1997). Attraction is seen as being able to initiate and develop                 

relationships. They expand on it through painting attraction as consisting of resource, economic             

and social content which in turn act as antecedents for commitment, trust and the development of                

the relationship. Attraction’s three groups of content are built up by elements termed “elements              

of attraction” which can be summarised as consisting of complementarity, power, reputation and             

social attraction. 

 

Wilkinson et al. (2005) employ a Darwinian metaphor of finding a mate to explore attraction in                

business initiation. Attraction is fundamentally perceived by individuals and is more likely to             

occur when they are similar. Their contribution is that firms in looking to establish new               



 

relationships evaluate each others market positions to find partners with complementary           

resources and skills. 

 

For Hald et al. (2009) attraction consists of perceived expected value, perceived trust and              

dependence. It explains voluntary cooperation between companies and relationship development. 

 

Initial model. 

 

 

2.3 Balance 

In Emerson’s Power Dependence Relations (1962) he argues that there exists a mutual             

dependence between parties in a relationship which means both has some measure of power.              

Power is defined as the ability to enact influence on another and the share of power can be                  

uneven or balanced. Emerson describes it  as: 

 

“The premise we began with can now be stated as Pab=Dba; the power of A over B is equal to,                    

and based upon, the dependence of B upon A. Recognizing the reciprocity of social relations, we                

can represent a power- dependence relation as a pair of equations: Pab=Dba Pba=Dab.” (p.33) 

 

Where “Pab" refers to ‘Power A has over B’ and “Dba" ‘Dependence of B on A’ etc.                 

Unbalanced relations tend to be less stable as the less powerful party seeks to balance the                

relationship through balancing operations. These are of four kinds: withdrawal of the controlled             

party; the controlled finding other sources of gratification; increasing the investment of the             



 

controlling party into the relationship by providing recognition; and forming coalitions against            

the controlling party. 

 

 

  



 

3. Method 

Many studies take a dyadic approach as some would argue attraction in SET is best seen as the                  

result of the interactions between two actors (Emerson, 1962). We concur that this is certainly               

the case throughout the entirety of a relationship. However, we ultimately place the ‘ground              

zero’ of agency attraction in the needs of their clients. When limiting the exploration of attraction                

to the early stage of the relationship, focusing exclusively on the clients in the agency-client dyad                

is suitable. The level of analysis is situated on the inter organisational level. In SET organisations                

and individuals are assumed to be equivalent if the organisations act collectively as one (Molm,               

1997) 

The research aim for this study is to explore the factors that constitute agency attractiveness for                

companies in the exploration phase of relationships. Towards this goal six semi-structured            

interviews have been conducted with relevant decision makers in these purchasing companies.            

The interviewees were the people the organisations itself had identified as responsible for             

purchasing professional services. The length of the interviews were at average 30 minutes and all               

of them were conducted in the offices of the participants. For the purpose of transcription, all                

interviews were recorded with the interviewees’ permission. The interview guide can be found in              

the appendix.  

3.1 Research design 

As Mortensen (2012) argued, the research on attraction has not yet settled. There is no single                

way to think about it that enjoys consensus. We do not claim to settle the issue, but rather to in                    

our own way contribute to the formation of theory around attraction. On the grounds of this and                 

the points that were previously argued, a exploratory research design was selected (Bryman &              

Bell, 2011). A qualitative approach to researching SMEs within marketing has furthermore been             

deemed by Hill and Wright (2001) as more effective on the grounds that what is of interest is the                   

realities of the individuals under investigation, a reality sometimes flattened by quantitative            

methods. We subscribe to the same constructivist ontology. Consequently, this informed the            



 

choice of semi-structured interviews as the data collection method. Why then not utilise             

unstructured interviewing if the subject lacks adequate theory? Following the assumption that            

theory will arise out from the experiences and perspectives of the people involved in the process,                

one might expect the best choice would be to shun structure as much as possible in favour of                  

letting of the interviewee share their line of thinking free from the researchers’ notions? The               

reason is simply that there definitely are research that this work relates to and builds from. As                 

such the interviews started out from themes derived from these previous insights.  

This gives us as researchers a higher degree of flexibility. We can elicit answers on themes                

deemed important for understanding attraction from previous works as well as letting the             

interviewees follow trains of thought they themselves consider important. In addition, the            

researchers are free to ask follow up questions, ask for clarification and inquiry further about               

inconsistencies. These are freedoms not provided by unstructured interviews nor structured           

interviews or surveys. If the interviewee discussed an aspect of their relationship that did not fit                

in to the pre-existing themes, then the literature was again consulted and new questions created               

to reflect this new and hitherto unconsidered aspect. This iterative process was followed             

throughout. 

Kvale’s ten criteria for conducting interviews were followed (1996). 

  



 

3.2 Operationalisation 

3.2.1 Initial operationalisation 

Initial Operationalisation corresponding the first version of the interview guide (See Appendix). 

Especially trust is not developed at this point. 

 

Factor Item measured Sub items Operationalisation 

Expected value Perceived expected 
value 

Value presentation, 
value expectancy 

Goals for hiring a 
marketing agency. 

Sought after 
properties of agencies 

Social Individual liking Professionalism Professional behavior 
and actions 

Individual values Importance of similar 
individual values 

 Organisational liking Organisational values Importance of similar 
organisational values 

Trust Perceived importance  Importance of trust 

  



 

3.2.2 Expanded operationalisation 

Operationalisation corresponding the second version of the interview guide (See Appendix). 

Geography and Networks are listed as separate from Expected value, Trust and Social             

compatibility in the corresponding interview guide as they were treated as emergent themes.             

However they fell surely within the bounds of Expected value and are listed as such in the                 

operationalisation. 

Factor Item measured Sub items Operationalisation 

Expected value Perceived expected 
value vs actual value 

Value presentation, 
value expectancy 

Goals for hiring a 
marketing agency. 

Sought after 
properties of agencies 

Finding perceived 
value 

Process of finding 
agencies 

Added value Extra value  

Social Individual linking Professionalism Professional behavior 
and actions 

Individual values Importance of similar 
individual values 

Organisational liking Organisational values Importance of similar 
organisational values 

Trust Perceived importance  Importance of trust 

Deterrence Monitoring behavior Transferring 
information 

Consequences Negative 
consequences 

Willingness to punish Rules and guidelines 

Reward Reward from 
relationship 

Personal contact 



 

Balance Investment Differing levels of 
investment 

  



 

3.2.3 Final operationalisation 

Factor Item measured Sub items Operationalisation 

Expected value Perceived expected 
value vs actual value 

Value presentation, 
value expectancy 

Goals for hiring a 
marketing agency. 

Observable 
Competence 

Value delivered Experienced 
Competence 

Actions perceived 
beyond demand. 

Social Individual linking Professionalism Professional behavior 
and actions 

Organisational liking Individual values Importance of similar 
individual values 

Organisational values Importance of similar 
organisational values 

Cooperative ability 

Sign of competence 

Trust Deterrence Monitoring behavior Transferring 
information 

Consequences Negative 
consequences 

Willingness to punish Rules and guidelines 

Reward Reward from 
relationship 

Value gained 

Balance Dependence Differing levels of 
investment into the 
relationship 

Balancing operations Withdrawal  



 

Other source of 
gratification 

Providing recognition 

Forming coalitions  

 

3.3 Sampling 

The companies were filtered through number of employees, anything between 10 and 250 would              

be solid. The reason being we wanted companies big enough to be able to hire a marketing                 

agency, but small enough to not have their own marketing department. To qualify for the               

interview, the companies had to have made dealings with a marketing agency or planning to do                

so in the future.  

3.3.1 Sampling frame 

A website called infotorg[dot]se were used as a tool to assess the sampling frame. The website                

contains information about several companies in Sweden.The authors filtered companies through           

number of employees to determine their size. Any company with 10 to 250 employees were               

considered a reasonable size and therefore a potential sample. The reason for targeting small and               

medium sized enterprises was because we wanted the companies to be large enough to be able to                 

hire a marketing agency while small enough to not have their own marketing department.              

Presumably one could use a different filter besides number of employees, however the authors              

figured it would be an adequate filter and therefore it was applied. 

3.3.2 Sampling selection and data collection procedure 

On Infotorg the population was set to companies with 10 to 250 employees within Kronoberg               

County. The authors looked at the results in alphabetical order as the website provided no way to                 

randomise the results or export the entire query; and wrote down the names and any contact                

information provided such as a telephone number or an email. When no contact information to               



 

any decision maker was available, the authors surveyed the companies’ respective websites and             

the social media platform LinkedIn for contact information (email or telephone number) to CEOs              

and heads of marketing. If no such information could be found the company would be discarded.                

Duplicate entries or subsidiaries were ignored as was companies in dire financial straits and              

those that were marked as inactive. 40 companies were in this way chosen in two separate                

sessions for a total of 80. These 80 companies were each sent an email which in brief described                  

the research and asked them to read the attached pdf-file containing more detailed information              

(e.g. what to expect and what they get in return for their participation). The authors email                

addresses and private mobile phone numbers were provided both in the email and in the pdf - the                  

company representatives were respectfully asked to contact the authors if they were interested in              

taking part in the research. Eleven companies responded through mail and 8 of these agreed to                

participate in the research. During scheduling, 2 companies stopped responding resulting in 6             

interviews being scheduled and conducted. Four of the 6 interviews were conducted at the              

interviewees place of business and the remaining two were conducted over the phone due to               

rescheduling. One of the interviewees held the title of Web editor and communicator and as such                

did not on paper hold a leadership role like the five other interviewees. Although his               

responsibilities were in practice the same as that a head of marketing. 

 

Table 1. Interview participants. 

Alias Industry Employees Position of interviewee 

Tribune 
Wholesale 

Non-food 
wholesale 

10-49 CEO 

Burkina Banking Banking, 
Insurance &  
Finance 

50-249 Acting head of communications 

Superman 
Incorporated 

Industry and  
infrastructure 
consulting 

50-249 CEO 

Batman 
Industries 

Software 50-249 Head of marketing and    
communication 



 

Spiderman AB Gardening and  
Landscaping 

50-249 Web editor and communicator 

Via Abrasives Tools and  
Equipment 

50-249 Director of sales and marketing 

  



 

3.4 Data analysis method 

Out of the transcripts the data was carefully analysed one answer at a time, sentence by sentence,                 

to identify categories. These categories describe, name or classify the data, giving it structure              

(see Open coding in Strauss & Corbin, 1991). This process was repeated for each interview.               

Subsequently the authors compared and contrasted the categories from all the interviews.            

Categories were then reassembled into subcategories, larger categories, stayed the same or            

removed as part of this process; leading to the emergence of relationships, linkages and new               

subcategories (see Axial coding in Strauss & Corbin, 1991). The open coding was performed by               

each research independently and the axial coding was conducted jointly. Differences and            

ambiguity were resolved through discussions or mediated through an experienced researcher.           

Everything was then put together in a model which is presented and explained more in depth in                 

the analysis. The analysis explains the connection between codes and describes events and             

processes connected to the codes. If the interviewee discussed an aspect of their relationship that               

did not fit in to the pre-existing themes, then the literature was again consulted and new                

questions created to reflect this new and hitherto unconsidered aspect. This iterative process was              

followed throughout until theoretical saturation was reached. For example, the subject of Trust             

was expanded upon since the authors felt that new aspects of the concept appeared during the                

interviews, therefore the Trust 2.0. However the authors was pressed due to a limited time and                

therefore gone on for longer. 

 

The authors employed a purposive sampling when altering the interviews for the empirical             

chapter. The reason being to only present relevant data from reasonable viewpoints and avoid              

confusing the reader. In its primal state, the transcribed interviews was of great extent in volume,                

however not so in terms of significance. Therefore the authors chose to summarise each              

interview in a narrative form, shorter and more precise. The authors made sure to include all the                 

relevant information in the narratives presented. In the narratives the names of companies and              

individuals are made up to assure anonymity for those who participated in the interviews.  



 

3.5 Quality criteria 

The interviews were pre-tested three times on three different companies. Pretesting is necessary             

to discover potential flaws with the questions, some questions can be poorly formulated and              

therefore easily misinterpreted. Therefore pretesting is used as a means to improve the questions              

(Bryman & Bell, 2011). The companies’ representatives were, after the pretesting interview,            

given an opportunity to provide verbal feedback while the authors took notes. A weakness of the                

pretesting was that it was not an accurate representation of the actual sample. Instead of solely                

focusing on attraction for marketing agencies, the authors applied the same questions of             

attraction but any business relationship would do, so not only relationships with marketing             

agencies. Despite the lack of focus on marketing agencies, the authors believed the feedback on               

the questions regarding attraction and business relationships to be sufficient enough to make the              

actual interviews valid. 

 

In constructing this thesis, two sources has principally been consulted in an attempt to attain the                

highest research quality possible within the restraints necessity put on it. These were Lincoln and               

Guba's Evaluative Criteria for qualitative research (1986 cited in Qualitative Research           

Guidelines Project, 2006) and Strauss & Corbin (1991). Reviewed against Lincoln and Guba’s             

criteria we hold that the thesis is confirmable, meaning other researchers can reproduce it.              

Furthermore the results did not fundamentally deviate from previous research and an expert on              

the method were consulted throughout the work. The thesis meets Lincoln and Guba’s criteria              

for credibility as we used the strategy of prolonged engagement whereby used distinct questions              

to try to capture a wide context. The interviewees were asked follow up or clarification questions                

(e.g. what they mean by ‘professionalism’) and many included examples or were asked to              

include examples. At the end of an interview, the interviewee was asked if there was something                

the researchers failed to ask in order to fully understand their situation. The data was analysed                

until a model of the phenomenon was produced by consensus and with the guidance of a senior                 

researcher. Any transferability is limited to the wider context of agency client attraction in the               



 

awareness and exploration phase. Meaning findings applicable in other areas in Sweden and             

possibly similar professional services. On dependability, the researchers kept notes on the coding             

process and have transcripts of the interviews. Transcripts or notes from planning meetings             

between the researchers were not kept. 

 

The method of inquiry was that of Corbin and Strauss (1991) and the procedures they laid out                 

was followed as closely as was viable with the time allotted. The logic guiding this choice of                 

method was that what is of interest is how the individuals under investigation perceive reality -                

and in this context - how they are attracted to agencies in the very early stages of relationship.                  

The results of this thesis are not generalisable or replicable to the degree of a more quantitative                 

approach. They are suggestive, not conclusive.  

 

3.6 Source criticism 

All the articles used in this paper are peer reviewed and from academic journals. The sources                

used in the introduction provides an overall insight of the subject whereas the sources in the                

theoretical framework gives a more in depth presentation. The theoretical framework were then             

used as a basis for formulating the questions for the semi-structured interviews. Although the              

articles referring to attraction are not always in the context of marketing agencies, they all relate                

to B2B. Therefore the authors deem them relevant to understanding attraction between            

companies. These questions are based on the theory through the operationalisation table.            

Primarily the authors used the result of the studies since their contribution is of relevance for                

future research. On the other hand the authors at times extracted information from other chapters               

besides their contribution part, however if that was the case it was not for anything major. For                 

the methodology chapter this papers used its sources to strengthen the credibility of the              

interviews. 

 



 

Ethical issues 

Every participant was informed that their contribution would be on the basis of anonymity unless               

otherwise specified. No information was shared during the interviews that could be considered             

secretive and no possible illegal practices were discussed or came to light. Potential issues could               

arise from agencies, consultants or companies wishing to sell marketing oriented services            

customising their approach towards the companies and individuals that has participated in this             

study should they be identified. The participants could feel that their privacy had been breached               

or that their trust had been violated should that situation occur and come to light; resulting in a                  

loss of trust in the university and the research process. 

Societal issues 

From a limited economic view this work has the potential to decrease economic waste by aiding                

both companies and agencies in more effectively starting relationships. Taking that perspective            

there is the possibility of a positive impact. From a broader perspective the opposite argument               

can be made - that the more efficient pairing of agencies and companies could indeed result in                 

higher growth with less effort wasted, however at the same time end up exacerbating climate               

change due to said increase in economic growth. At the core of the problem is the contradiction                 

between the limits of our planet and our way of producing that does not lend itself to control or                   

oversight yet shape our behaviour and our environment. In this way agencies perform an              

economic function by “greasing the wheels” of business which is relevant only in our current               

context. As such, we authors should not delude ourself that this work could result in objectively                

good outcomes. Any positive outcomes will be positive in the limited economic sense first put               

forward. 

  

  



 

4. Empirical Investigation 

4.1 Superman incorporated 

Superman inc. got reached out frequently by several marketing agencies, sometimes by            

telephone but usually by email. The CEO Clark Kent stated that to stand out from the masses of                  

emails they received, an email that is more personal and focuses primarily on Superman Inc. An                

email which is not sent as a mass email but customised for their company. Kent appreciated if                 

the agency were well read about Superman inc. before contacting them and adapting their              

commercial thereafter. If an agency has a specialty or high competence within a certain field,               

they certainly attractive more attractive than others, but only if that particular competence is              

desired. Otherwise Superman inc. preferred to cooperate with marketing agencies with a more             

general and broad competence. That way they could cultivate and hopefully make their relation              

flourish with such an agency. Superman inc. always entered a relationship with the intent of it                

lasting long term and throughout several projects. Kent desired a relation with individuals that              

were outspoken and that he could brainstorm ideas with. Thus considering the relation more              

cooperative than; here is your assignment, go do it. Even though the relation was loose, Kent still                 

felt that he was in charge and had the last word. He felt that the power of the relation was divided                     

in a 60-40 percentage distribution, with Superman inc. in favour. To achieve this Superman inc.               

did not set up very strict rules for the agencies to achieve a more free and loose relation. The                   

only exception was for bigger project, in that case it was not uncommon for Superman inc. to                 

hire lawyers to look over the contracts. Although a fairly loose relation with individuals was               

desired, Kent prioritised equal values between the companies. Like many others Superman inc.             

considered it necessary that the partnering agencies understood their values and their corporate             

culture. However Kent felt that it was easier if the values and cultures were equal or at least                  

similar from the get go. Besides the company values Superman inc. desired characteristics such              

as, responsiveness, service minded, and most of all competence. If Kent was in need of finding a                 

marketing agency he would make use of his personal network and get recommendations from it.               



 

Their input heavily affected Kent’s final decision. To get a comprehension of the expected value               

they would receive from an agency Superman inc. usually looked at previous work from that               

agency. The previous work of agencies gave him a relatively clear idea of what they could                

deliver and what Superman inc. would receive for their investment. It could also provide Kent               

with ideas of what he actually desired. Once Kent had settled for an agency he considered it to be                   

important to have trust in your partner from the beginning. However he also admitted that it was                 

mostly wishful thinking since trust earned at takes time to become strong. If mistakes or               

complications should occur, Superman inc. initial move would be to fix it, although if mistakes               

are reoccurring the relationship would have to end. If that were to happen Kent would also be                 

self critical as he considered the falling out to be half their fault. Kent did not simply blame the                   

agency and said it was their fault but though of a falling out more as a clach of different                   

company values and cultures. What Kent did not appreciate was a shady tender filled with               

hidden fees which were not initially clear. If that was the case, he would hold the marketing                 

agency accountable and not offer them any future assignments.  

4.2 Tribune Wholesale 

Tribune Wholesale provides petrol stations and similar enterprises with staple wares such as             

engine oil, windshield wipers and beach tennis rackets. Having a long history behind them any               

kind of change could not be done haphazardly. When the current CEO Karl took over, he spent                 

the first months learning and observing - trying to navigate the organisation. After this process he                

had a general idea of what was needed and where to steer the ship. Karl had identified several                  

gaps in their communication. One of them being their website. During work on the website it                

turned out that there were more fundamental things beyond the site which needed to be changed.                

Tribune Wholesale is one step removed from the end consumer and their communication had to               

become more consumer centered; to mirror the more consumer oriented view of their customers              

(petrol stations etc.) When the competence for this undertaking could not be found within the               

company, help from outside had to be enlisted. But with so many agencies, how do you know                 

which is the right one? Luckily, Karl had dealt with more than a few agencies and knew what                  



 

and who he wanted. Firstly there had to be a match between the “culture” of the agency and                  

Karl’s company. As they were selling remarkably unsexy products such as washer fluid, any              

agency they worked with had to understand this and have experience in business-to-business             

(B2B) markets. In his own words “We are not that flashy product-wise”. Then he invited a few                 

professional acquaintances he had previously gotten along well with and that had since then              

started an advertising firm. The deal was that they would come over and conduct a one day                 

seminar. It was at this seminar where any competence assumed would be proved. But what else                

was being evaluated and what does Karl mean by ‘competence’? Karl stressed the importance of               

balance in choosing an agency. You should not be too important to each other. Meaning one                

party can not be too invested giving the other too much power. In addition, the technical                

knowledge from print to digital was important. And of course, being creative. The latter is               

according to Karl the ability to make the most with the resources and within the constraints you                 

are given. However, if all things are equal, he would choose the closest agency geographically.               

Above all was the ability to listen and give personalised solutions. 

In their dealings with the agency, Karl preferred to lay all the cards on the table, leaning more                  

towards informal agreements than strict adherence to contract. Possible projects were presented            

by the agency and Karl was honest about his budget. If issues arose they were equally                

straightforwardly addressed with the understanding that planned projects could be taken away or             

new ones added depending on how the relationship developed. He said: 

 

“We discussed concrete projects where I had around ten projects I wanted help with              

which they gave estimates for. A bit was for the web, another part for the production of                 

new catalogues. We have also updates other sorts of texts and our history. So it was a                 

complete package where I had the opportunity to choose. So if I thought they [the               

agency] failed to deliver in anyway I could remove something else. It was very much like                

‘all cards on the table’. A very simple collaboration.” 

 

And 

 



 

“If I for example see that they do not put in the time or keep to deadlines - maybe                   

because they have gotten a more important client. Then I would have a talk with them                

and ask how we shall proceed and also bring up that I otherwise may have to look for a                   

new partner. It is no more complicated than that.” 

 

Important throughout - from first contact to the beginning of the first project - is that agency                 

representatives showcase professionalism. What Karl means by professionalism is to have the            

ability to see the world with different glasses that the ones you normally wear. To be open                 

minded. In addition, he values confidence in agency personal. They have knowledge and             

experience and should not shy away from using it. 

 

4.3 Batman industries 

Bruce Wayne was responsible marketing and communication at Batman industries. He himself            

were in contact with more than 10+ people organisations on the daily. These individuals aided               

Wayne in accomplishing his daily tasks. Each individual possessed a certain competence and             

handled different areas of marketing. Because of his daily routine of being in contact with               

multiple people regularly, he valued the individual contact and interpersonal liking very highly.             

Wayne felt that if he got along well with another business partner it made his work significantly                 

more easy. He argued that it increased productivity. If he had a good relation with one of his                  

partners, he could easily send one short email or make one quick phone call and his partner                 

would understand him perfectly, even though the memo was not fully written out. Despite the               

importance of personal liking and understanding Wayne also had Batman ind. best interests at              

heart. Which meant that if you lacked the desired competence, you were not eligible for a                

partnership, no matter how much Wayne liked you. Wayne relied heavily on his personal              

network when finding new marketing agencies. A network which he had built from years within               

the line of business and from his University. He often searched for what he and Batman ind.                 

needed and then reached out to his network to get recommendations for agencies which could               



 

fulfil their needs. This often meant that he did not turn to the market but to his social network                   

when Batman ind. was in need of something. For minor assignments Wayne could blindly follow               

his network’s recommendations without inquiring any form of information about the agency.            

However for larger assignments this was not the case. Once Wayne had been recommended              

various agencies he then began to do his homework. He was mainly interested in the agencies                

previous work, previous partners and previous markets. Through watching these three aspects            

Wayne felt comfortable in determining the expected value each agency would be able to deliver,               

and thereafter proceed to make a decision about a partner. Just like Kent at Superman inc. Wayne                 

also had the ambition and intent to make a relation last longer than just for one project. He                  

always aimed for a lasting relationship where the two partners lived happily ever after. However               

unlike Superman inc., Batman ind. did not considered equal values and similar culture between              

companies to be a significant factor. Kent valued a similarity between individuals and their              

values rather than between companies. Wayne only paid attention to company values            

subconsciously and unless there was an obvious mismatch of values between companies, he             

would not give much thought to it. Despite that Wayne thinks it is important that their marketing                 

partner are well aware of and understand their values so they can accurately portray Batman ind.                

in projects. Therefore it is important for Wayne to find an agency which he trusts will achieve                 

this. He says that the trust between partners are funded before the partnership begins, and that it                 

is crucial to have full trust in your partner once it does. To gain trust quickly and make make one                    

more attractive in Wayne’s eyes, you would have to scratch his back. By that he meant someone                 

who keep their nose to the ground and picked up on new trends, and then tipped off Wayne with                   

such trends. Such trends could revolve around an update of Google’s algorithm, a new function               

in photoshop or a hot topic in the news. A partner that makes sure that Wayne, and Batman’s ind.                   

along with him, stay on top of such trends was a big bonus and a strong contributor to a                   

flourishing relationship. To more easily trust a new partner Wayne usually set up clear rules for                

the agency to follow. However this was not always the case. Sometimes in the early stages of a                  

project, when a project were in need of some creativity, Wayne would trust an agency’s               

competence and give them more liberty to be creative and come up with ideas for certain                

deadlines. A breaking of trust would occur after numerous transgressions. Naturally if a             



 

transgression would occur Wayne’s initial act would be to reprimand their partner to get them               

back on track. If the partner failed to shape up, the relationship would evidently come to an end,                  

and abruptly so if Batman industries’ consumers were affected. Wayne stated that consumers             

should not be affected by an unhealthy business relationship and if they were the relation should                

have ended sooner. However Wayne admittedly was of gentle heart and therefore likely to stay               

in an unsteady relation for far too long. 

4.4 Burkina Banking     

Burkina is a company operating within the finance industry. They continuously have a few              

agencies on a retainer so when a need arises there is probably someone who can take care of it.                   

Thomas who was responsible for their dealings with advertising agencies said that when they              

looked for a new agency they would invite three or four to pitch their ideas. When evaluating                 

potential agencies Thomas looked at their previous work and who they had previously worked              

with. It all had to match with the way Burkina want to convey themselves. What Thomas                

stressed had helped the most was using Burkinas internal network to ask around for potential               

agencies or if someone have had any experience with the ones he was considering. This was a                 

great asset. But he often had use of his personal network too. In a medium sized Swedish city                  

there is always someone who knows someone, and if used correctly it can be a great source of                  

information and resources. If an agency was a match with Burkina and the representatives              

clicked on a personal level with Thomas they had a good chance of being accepted. Other criteria                 

were also important. It is important that the project is the kind of work the agency likes doing.                  

Otherwise, as Thomas explained, you can often feel that their heart is not in it. Any agency also                  

had to be sufficiently large and have the competence appropriate for the project. 

When Thomas met with agency representatives what he always look for and values is              

professionalism. Meaning that they listen to what his needs are and offer him ways to fulfil them.                 

This together with feeling the person he deals with is genuine are the major things. When asked                 

what he meant by “genuine” he explained that even though they might meet each other to                

conduct business, he wants to feel that there is more to the interaction than simply working out a                  



 

deal. In addition, first impressions is important but if you didn’t fall flat then the deal could still                  

go through and you could turn that impression around. Thomas said he had seen it happen                

before. He continued saying that the need for outside help were not so much due to the lack of                   

internal know how but a question about efficiency. To have all the capabilities provided by these                

agencies in-house would be much more expensive There are differences in how companies             

strikes deals with each other. Burkina takes a more formal approach to agreements, probably in               

part due to the industry they are in. When the decision has been made, written contracts and                 

codes of behaviour are signed and Thomas shared that it is important for them to respect every                 

partner, regardless of size. As they do not operate from out off one of Sweden’s three big cities                  

being on good terms with the local agencies was viewed as very important. There are only so                 

many fish in this sea and you can not afford to earn a bad reputation. The issue of showing                   

proper respect connects to Burkina’s internal values. Thomas said that their core values can be               

found all around the office and that any organisation they worked with had to not act contrary to                  

these values. It is what you have to do to keep an established brand strong. 

 

4.5 Spiderman AB 

Similarly to prior companies Spiderman AB also valued competence very highly, both in the              

agency as an organisation and in the individual they were in contact with. Peter Parker is the web                  

editor and a communicator at Spiderman AB and he valued marketing agencies’ competence             

highly as he considered that to be their strongest attribute. Parker often made use of his social                 

network to find out more about particular agencies. As Spiderman AB is a big company               

domestically, he often checked in with different offices around the country to evaluate marketing              

agencies. Get inspiration from his own organisation. Besides checking in with his network,             

Parker also examined the agencies’ previous work and previous partners. Through reviewing            

previous work and partners, Parker felt comfortable in determining their competence and the             

expected value he could receive. Parker said it was important that the agencies performed and               

delivered according to the expected value, and it was crucial that you trust them to do so. He did                   



 

not think of marketing agencies as any different from any other agency a company could come to                 

hire, you expect them to do their job and do it well. This was also a determine factor for the                    

longevity of the relationship. If Spiderman AB got their money’s worth, it was very they would                

hire the same agency again for future projects. Nevertheless Spiderman AB never enter a              

relationship with a skeptical mindset. On the other hand they were that a new partnership would                

flourish and turn into a very resourceful relationship. Parker himself considered it significantly             

easier to trust an individual which appears as not only competent but upholds a certain level of                 

professionalism. He elaborated by being punctual, available and living up to your expectation             

were professional characteristics. Now whether or not a partner was likeable or not was not that                

much of a factor according to Parker. If however the person was easy to get along with, he                  

considered it as a bonus of the relation, since it was no guarantee that you liked another                 

individual. Similarly to Batman industries, Parker did not pay much attention to an agency’s              

values. Unless it was an obvious mismatch, primarily in the treatment of the workforce,              

environmental awareness and consumer awareness.  

To avoid any misinterpretation in the beginning of a relationship Spiderman AB set up clear               

rules or guidelines for the marketing agency to follow. Parker believed this helped the agency to                

envision Spiderman AB’s goals. He meant that it was difficult to trust a newly found business                

partner, mostly because you can never be 100% certain of what you will receive. In his                

experience that was especially true when it came to marketing agencies. The rules set would               

make Spiderman AB’s demands more transparent and aid the agency in the task of meeting               

them. If the demands are not met the first thing Parker would do was to solve the situation. Try                   

to uncover what went wrong and how it can be avoided from happening again. If the same                 

problem was reoccurring the relation would eventually come to an end. Naturally this could vary               

depending on what mistakes were made. However Spiderman AB tried to do their utmost to               

avoid ending a relation in the middle of a project considering no party would benefit from such                 

an act.  



 

4.6 Via Abrasives 

When Josip joined Via Abrasives as CEO four years ago he did what every good CEO does - he                   

took stock of the situation and got to work. One of the first things he wanted to update was the                    

brand. For that he needed knowledgeable people but as he said “We had nothing before, yes it                 

was neglected” referring to their marketing department. As luck would have it he got contacted               

by an agency that had previously worked with the company, though this was before Josips               

tenure. There was one other agency he considered for the job. However, this agency had a                

narrower competence as they specialised in video and relied on outside help for parts of projects                

where they did not have the know how in-house. In contrast, the first agency’s previous work                

were also impressive and their references were solid. This showed they could deliver what they               

promised. They also offered to be available for two whole days each month to help Via with any                  

marketing need they might have - be it a everyday need like updating the website with the latest                  

software or something more advanced. Not having a real marketing department themselves, this             

was a big perk for Via and Josip. For these reasons, Josip chose the agency which constructed                 

the original website as they had everything he needed under the same roof - leaving him free to                  

focus on other aspects of the business. The decision being made, Josip invited this agency to                

conduct workshops at Via where they presented several projects that they thought would fit the               

company’s needs. Here they settled on overhauling Via’s brand concept. The seminar provided             

opportunities where Josip could evaluate the agency directly. How did they conduct the seminar?              

Where they actively listening? Did they do their research beforehand? For him, these first              

seminars were part of the sales process and what he was looking for was the ability to listen to                   

Via’s needs and offer possible solutions. 

 

The relationship between them was not subject to tight written agreements. A standard             

confidentiality agreement was signed but nothing about the scope of the relationship was set in               

stone. Further projects could be agreed upon as circumstances and needs changed. Josip shared              

an interesting observation about the pros of balance in the relationship between an agency and               



 

their client. If one partner is to committed to the relationship and feeling dependent on the other,                 

they might not practice due diligence or be critical enough of proposals and ideas, leading to                

issues. You would also want an agency that has many other clients, not just you. He likened it                  

with sharing development costs between industrial firms. The process of becoming aware of an              

agency as an alternative was for Josip a mix of getting contacted by agencies providing examples                

of previous work and references, searching the net himself for alternatives and actively asking              

acquaintances and networks. When asked if values where if importance he said they they were               

not, but the agency and the client needed to match in other ways. A flashy agency dealing with                  

big time clients might not match an industrial firm. They had to understand the client.  

5. Conceptual Framework 

5.1 Trust 2.0 

According to Lewicki and Bunker (1996) trust has three stages the are sequentially ordered. The               

development of trust to a certain level is the prerequisite that enables the development of the                

next. These stages are termed: Calculus-Based Trust, Knowledge-Base Trust and          

Identification-Based Trust. 

 

Calculus-Based Trust is trust based on deterrence. The parties will do what they promise due to                

the consequences of not doing so but also due to the rewards from preserving trust. Although,                

deterrence, not reward is the primary motivator. Lewicki and Bunker posit four conditions that              

must exist to make this deterrence effective. 

 

❏ The cost of breaking trust or ending the relationship must be higher than any gain for so                 

doing 

❏ Both parties must monitor each other and speak up if a violation has taken place 

❏ The harmed party must be willing to punish or withdraw benefits to the offending party.  



 

❏ These calculations differ by each actors orientation towards risk. These risk biases will             

predispose parties either towards trust or cautions behaviour which in turn influences            

their perception of costs and rewards. 

Add depth on knowledge base and identification, however clarify that it’s not of focus 

 

As the relationship consolidates Calculus-Based Trust turns into Knowledge-Base Trust which in            

turn change into Identification-Based Trust. As Calculus-Based Trust covers the same period as             

Dwyer’s Awareness and Exploration phases the subsequent stages fall outside the scope of this              

research and will not be covered in detail. 

 

The next step in the hierarchy of trust is the knowledge-base trust which handles the capability of                 

predicting behaviour between parties. It comes from a shared experience, mutual knowledge and             

a mutual confidence in your partner’s ability. The knowledge-base level of trust establishes itself              

after the two parties have been working together and starts to become comfortable in the               

relationship (Putnik, et al., 2007). 

 

Finally when the relationships is really established and the partnership is proven worthy, it enters               

the identification based trust level. At this stage the relationship has reached its peak. The two                

parties share similar values, they know what the other party wants and then act accordingly to                

satisfy their business partner. It is almost as if the two partners share a collective identify with                 

mutual goals (Lewicki & Weithoff, 2000).  

 

5.3 Competence 

Competence as been viewed as following the definition of competence used by Eraut (1998) in               

his review Concepts of competence.  

 

“the ability to perform the tasks and roles required to the expected standard” (p.135) 



 

 

In this research this reflect marketing agencies ability to perform. As the empirical material              

shows, competence is often viewed as knowledge within the agencies. It is common within              

service markets that the competence of the service provider is of high importance and often               

determines the expected value, or even if the provider is good enough to be hired (Maglio &                 

Spohrer, 2008).  



 

6. Analysis 

Based on the empirical material gathered the authors of this paper have constructed this model.               

The model presents the factors which influence attraction within marketing agencies, the            

connection between them and a simplification of what they imply. The finding will now be               

discussed more in depth through making a relevant connection to the theoretical framework and              

answering the question of what attracts a company to hire a marketing agency. This paper will                

emanate from the three concepts Social, Expected value and Trust and break down attraction              

using them. The paper will also discuss different processes and events which are occurring              

simultaneously. To highlight which process is being discussed, the factors affecting that process             

will be displayed in a separate colour. The highlighted factors are also of higher significance than                

the others because those factors appeared more frequently in the interviews.  



 

Updated model 

  



 

6.1 Social 

 

The social aspect of attraction can be divided in two different levels, organisational and              

individual. One can see a difference between organisations on the social scale depending on their               

company values. These values can for example be environmental awareness or fair treatment of              

their workforce. As the empirical data shows, the significance of these values vary between              

companies. Despite organisational and individual representing two different levels of the social            

aspect, the organisational aspect is transpired through the individual. Meaning that when a             

company is in contact with an individual from the marketing agency, the agency’s values are               

shown through the individual because she is representing herself and the agency at the same               

time. Similarly to what Homans (1958) is discussing in regards to SET, it is still individuals                

socialising on the company’s behalf. Therefore this paper argues that the social aspect takes a               

significant step forward when both parties of a relationship meet in person. Although admittedly              

the relationship does not necessarily take a step forward, the potential relationship can also be               

terminated at the initial meeting. As mentioned in the theoretical framework, attraction does not              

magically appear because of a conversation between two individuals. One attribute which is             

favourable within marketing agencies for both organisations and individuals is to be authentic.             

Basically be genuine and help the client because you want to help the client and not simply                 

because of a money motivation, as mention by Kent of Superman inc. 

In the initial social interaction the client is also likely to get an understanding of the agency’s                 

professionalism. To first hand see if the agency live up to basic business norms like, arriving on                 

time, being contactable, being well read and their overall presentation of themselves. A             

professional behaviour can hint towards the agency’s competence, just as the competence could             

impact a the professionalism. For instance, being well read could be a norm which is taken for                 

granted, however a well read individual might also seem more competent. Thus competence can              

make an individual seem more professional. This initial interaction can be a seminar, a workshop               

or just a meeting, something which is not uncommon based on the empirical data. Usually there                



 

is less than a handful of agencies that gets selected for such a meeting, a meeting which serves as                   

the final knockout stage before the client settles on an agency. At this meeting the client get                 

substantial idea of the agency’s competence and the expected value they could possibly receive.              

This is also an exceptional opportunity to get to known the individuals which could potentially               

be your future business partner. 

As for the individual, her characteristics become apparent through socialisation at the initial             

meeting as well. Based on the empirical data the most desirable characteristics of a              

representative from a marketing agency is to be cooperative and percipient. Cooperative could             

refer to the balance of a relationship as mention by Josip, Karl and Kent and in Emerson (1962).                  

However it could also be an understanding between individuals and the personal bond they              

shared as highly valued by Bruce Wayne of Batman industries. As Wayne was in contact with                

multiple individuals daily a cooperative bond between them were highly desired to increase             

productivity, similar to what was being discussed in Lawler (2001) and Lawler & Thye (1999).               

Because of the recently forthcoming characteristics, the client can get a distinctive idea of              

whether or not the individual is likeable or not. As mentioned in Corpanzano & Mitchell (2005)                

a likeable individual is deemed to be more attractive and as stated by Peter Parker is considered                 

to be a bonus since it is no guarantee that an individual is likeable.  

 

6.2 Expected value 

 

There are several steps or methods to estimate the quality of the service of a marketing agency,                 

as has been shown in the empirical data. It revolves around evaluating agencies to try and                

determine their competence and through there gauge the expected value they can deliver. As              

presented in the empirical investigation there are various ways companies go about to try and               

evaluate an agency. It is not uncommon to check previous work, previous partners and previous               

markets which the agency has operated within. Most interviewed companies felt that they could              

relatively accurately determine an agency’s abilities and competence through reviewing these           



 

three aspects. Another aspect which could significantly implement the selection of agency is the              

agency’s references. Often the client will reach out to previous partners of the agency’s and use                

them as references to get a comprehension of their abilities. Depending on the needs of the client                 

and the magnitude of what they wish to accomplish, the evaluation process will most likely differ                

in both time and in thoroughness. For instance if it is a smaller project or a minor change on a                    

webpage, a client can choose to skip the evaluation process completely and instead turn to their                

contact network to speed up the process and fulfil their needs quicker. Based on the empirical                

material gathered, the network can be divided into two categories, organisational and individual.             

The organisational network is a network which derives from the company whereas the individual              

are personal acquaintances of an individual. If however the client is not in such a dire need to                  

solve the need quickly, then the evaluation process is likely to be more thorough. Even though                

the client might still value the insight of their network, they often do a backup check of that                  

agency before reaching out to them. Once again to emphasise what has already been mentioned,               

the evaluation process is affected and differ depending on the need of the client. Which brings                

this text to the second important aspect of attaining the expected value; clarity in demand. Not                

only is it vital for the agency to understand the demands of the client, it is also important for the                    

client to understand what they want. Preaching what Karl and Josip did, got to know their                

company so they could clarify their demands for an agency. If you can not successfully               

communicate and describe your desire for an agency then the result of their work might not be                 

fulfilling. However it might not be a lack of competence from the agency’s side but a                

miscommunication which causes the demands to be unclear, similarly to Kent’s description of a              

clash of cultures. A recipe for clarifying the demands consists of equal parts honesty and               

transparency mixed together. Once the demand has been clear within the company then it can be                

described to an agency, which is the other side of the coin. The agency needs to be able to                   

understand the client’s demands. Presumably this is why ’perceptive’ is such a desirable             

characteristic among individuals representing marketing agencies.  

At times certain individuals or agencies possess certain qualities or perform beyond expectation,             

in this paper this is simply known as ’bonus value’. There is multiple examples of what an                 

agency can do to appear more attractive than its competitors, as presented in the empirical               



 

chapter. As already mentioned in the social aspect, being likeable can be considered a bonus               

value since it is no guarantee. Other examples of bonus value is to be well read before contacting                  

the client and already having grasped their culture and their offer. In that case the agency can                 

personalise their pitch, as was highly appreciated by Kent. Other examples of bonus value can be                

to keep one's ears to the ground and pick up on new trends and changes in the market early or the                     

simple geographical location of the agency. Most companies valued the personal contact            

between individuals and some figured that if the agency were located nearby they could easily               

make regularly visits. Finally there is the price aspect. Although it is not necessarily a bonus                

value it sure can be if the agency exceeds expectations they could come off as cheap. Naturally                 

this goes the other way around, if an agency underperforms they could be deemed as expensive.                

It is also a common knowledge among economic academics that the price directly influence the               

expected value (Smith, 2017). 

6.3 Trust 

There exists a baseline of societal trust that is linked to the range of behaviour expected as                 

normal from other societal actors. These expectations of behaviour allow the modicum of trust              

necessary to initiating any type of relationship where there previously were none (Halinen,             

1997). This is termed general trust and defined by Anderston and Weitz in Halinen (1997,p 250.)                

as “[Trust] defined as one party’s belief that its needs will be fulfilled in the future by actions                  

undertaken by the other party”. General trust increases over time (Sabel, 1993) and transforms              

into calculus-trust at and during the process of establishing a relationship (Lewicki & Bunker,              

1996). In this study, trust has been shown to affect the relationship in the same ways theory                 

suggested. The general trust that clients has enables them to consider the available agencies as               

organisations that can help them fulfil their needs. As the client searches through alternatives and               

clarifies their needs, their general trust towards the agencies picked out as more relevant              

increases. During the evaluation phase, general trust increases further towards those alternatives            

deemed more attractive until one agency emerges victorious. Consequently general trust is            

greatest towards this agency. It is here when the Formalisation phase begins that general trust               



 

transforms into calculus-trust. When there is agreement between a client and an agency to              

establish a relationship they plan the details of the project or projects: what is to be included,                 

what the expectations are in terms of quality, deadlines and communication, whom will be              

responsible for what, and what other rules need to be agreed upon and what contracts signed if                 

any. As the relationship is new, trust is built on ensuring consistent behaviour between partners               

meaning that the parties will do what they say due to the consequences of not doing so. These                  

consequences can be both punishment and the withholding of reward. For trust to be built the                

cost of breaking trust has to be higher than the reward for so doing. This necessitates the clients                  

and agencies to establish transparent rules, clear expectations and consequences for breaking said             

rules, i.e. trust and to be willing to inform the other when a violation has occurred. A                 

precondition for clearly establishing the expectations is that both the client and the agency are               

aware of the client’s needs which ideally became clear during the preceding phases. A party that                

believes itself do be the victim of a violation must be ready to punish or withhold reward from                  

the transgressor. Calculus-trust is as such in continuous development and an ongoing calculation             

of cost and reward for the involved parties.  

 

One CEO described this process in the following way: 

 

“We discussed concrete projects where I had around ten projects I wanted help with               

which they gave estimates for. A bit was for the web, another part for the production of                 

new catalogues. We have also updates other sorts of texts and our history. So it was a                 

complete package where I had the opportunity to choose. So if I thought they [the               

agency] failed to deliver in anyway I could remove something else. It was very much like                

‘all cards on the table’. A very simple collaboration.” 

 

They further added: 

 

“If I for example see that they do not put in the time or keep to deadlines - maybe                   

because they have gotten a more important client. Then I would have a talk with them                



 

and ask how we shall proceed and also bring up that I otherwise may have to look for a                   

new partner. It is no more complicated than that.” 

 

The most common way clients were willing to punish agencies were through limiting the amount               

of business they were willing to provide to not continuing the relationship after project              

completion. In rare circumstances the relationship could be terminated outright but that was             

spoken of as rare occurrence. The investment of resources into the relationship when work on a                

project or projects has begun makes the cost high for ending the relationship prematurely.              

Transgressions were of two kinds: Mistakes and Unprofessionalism. Mistakes were simple           

transgressions that were addressed by the offending party itself or in discussions after being              

brought up by the other party. Unprofessionalism was treated more seriously as it was seen as                

affecting the ability of the agency to deliver the value the client expects. However, one case of                 

unprofessionalism did not per definition mean the end of the relationship or punishment. Trust is               

not binary, it most often is found somewhere between the two extremes of no trust to full trust.                  

As such, most transgressions simply move trust along along the axis. 

 

Calculus-trust was found to be connected to Power Balance. The difference of power in the               

relationship influences the cost-reward calculation. Presumably balance between the client and           

its agency would be preferable for building trust. However, that is not to say it is a requirement.                  

Naturally, there often is a disparity in power between clients, chiefly from the difference in               

organisation size and financial resources, and their agencies. This may be part of the explanation               

of differences in the Formalisation phase. Five out of the six companies interviewed were less               

strict and relied on informal agreements and project proposals to structure their relationship             

unless the project was exceptionally big. The difference noted between the sole exception and              

the other five where: It was much larger in terms of revenue and workers employed and it                 

operated in a more regulated industry - insurance, finance and banking. This may indicate that               

the party that hold more power in the relationship may prefer stricter formalisation. Possibly as a                

result of often being bigger organisations who organise themselves and relate to other parties in               

less relaxed ways.  



 

Before the relationship has evolved to the stage that trust can be built on predictable and                

observed behaviour, trust will be in this fragile initial calculus-trust form.           

 

 

 



 

 

7. Conclusion 

This paper concludes what attracts companies to hire marketing agencies. Through six elaborate             

semi structured interviews the authors discovered what are attractive attributes for a marketing             

agency. The paper presents the interviews via a storytelling implementation and then analyzed             

the meaning them, to find a deeper and common understanding of what attraction is within the                

investigated environment. A model is drawn to visualize the components of attraction and             

arrange them into categories to provide a clearer presentation of the matter. The model is               

discussed throughout the analysis and used as a tool to make the findings more comprehensible.               

Through breaking down attraction in a real B2B market environment, this paper fulfils its task               

and meets its purpose of discovering what attracts companies to hire marketing agencies.  

7.1 Managerial implication 

 

The findings are useful for marketing agencies as they can discover how to present themselves               

more attractive. Potentially uncover where they could improve to be more attractive and as a               

result possibly attract more clients. In its current state the model presented is only focusing on                

attraction between marketing agencies and their clients. However based on existing literature it is              

possible that other companies within the service sector might benefit from the findings of the               

paper as well, although to enhance the credibility for other companies besides marketing             

agencies the research should be remade with focus on other companies. As Baraldi, La Rocca               

and Perma (2014) explicitly explains, research made in B2B settings needs to be very specific               

otherwise they often fail to include all variables of the relationship equation.  

 



 

7.2 Academic implication 

 

This paper starts off by introducing the concept of attraction in B2B settings. It acknowledges               

that there is a gap in the literature. First a lack of B2B relationships which focuses on the                  

attractive aspect in the early stage of a relationship. Second this paper is unique in its qualitative                 

focus on marketing agencies from a client’s perspective, namely what makes an agency             

attractive. Therefore this paper contributes to the world of academia by being unique and filling a                

gap in the literature. This paper also comes up with a model which breaks down attraction and its                  

components. The model provides researchers with insight in what attraction means in the             

particular setting between marketing agencies and clients.  

 

7.3 Future research 

 

This paper opens a new possibility for academics to investigate attraction among other             

businesses, both in the service and the product sector. Academics can emanate from the model               

presented in this paper to investigate differences and similarities between different companies            

from different markets. The work can also be remade with a quantitative method to determine if                

attraction is deemed the same on a larger scale. Researchers can make use of this paper’s model                 

to aid in conducting the questions for such a study. To dig even deeper and further explore the                  

concept of attraction an experiment can be conducted where researchers test the factors presented              

in this study to determine if a company is deemed more attractive in practise because of the                 

factors presented.  
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Appendix 

Interview guides 

First version 

Introduction 

Length: 30-45 minutes. 

Goal: To understand how you find and decide on a marketing agency to start a working                

relationship with. We are interested in what attracts you or has attracted you to choose one or                 

more above the others.  

 

They are also informed that our focus is on the early stages of their relationship from when they                  

become aware of the need - to them officially entering into a working relationship through               

signing contracts or getting to work on the main project. 

They were again informed of their right to anonymity and that they had no responsibility to                

answer questions they felt uncomfortable answering, either on a professional or personal level. 

 

Introductory questions  

Ask the interviewee to tell us about his/her company. To get him/her to start talking and give                 

openings and direction to our prepared questions. 

Ask if they are currently in a relationship with an agency. 

 

Expected Value 

● What do you generally want to achieve by hiring an agency? 

● What properties are you looking for in an agency? 

Social compatibility 



 

● What gives you a good impression of the people working in the agency and or their                

representative in their professional roles? 

● What gives you a good impression of the people working in the agency as people? 

● Is shared values between the organisations relevant? 

Trust 

● Is trust important between you? 

Concluding questions. 

● Is there anything that we failed to ask or otherwise missed that you feel is important for                 

us to understand how you get attracted and choose an 

Second version 

Introduction 

Length: 30-45 minutes. 

Goal: To understand how you find and decide on a marketing agency to start a working                

relationship with. We are interested in what attracts you or has attracted you to choose one or                 

more above the others.  

 

They are also informed that our focus is on the early stages of their relationship from when they                  

become aware of the need - to them officially entering into a working relationship through               

signing contracts or getting to work on the main project. 

They were again informed of their right to anonymity and that they had no responsibility to                

answer questions they felt uncomfortable answering, either on a professional or personal level. 

 

Introductory questions  

Ask the interviewee to tell us about his/her company. To get him/her to start talking and give                 

openings and direction to our prepared questions. 

Ask if they are currently in a relationship with an agency. 

Expected Value 



 

● What do you generally want to achieve by hiring an agency? 

● What properties are you looking for in an agency? 

Social compatibility 

● What gives you a good impression of the people working in the agency and or their                

representative in their professional roles? 

● What gives you a good impression of the people working in the agency as people? 

● Is shared values between the organisations relevant? 

Trust 

● Is trust important between you? 

● How did you regulate your relation? How did you relate to each other? 

● How important is it to have a balanced relationship? Meaning that the relationship is not               

too important for one partner and not the other - one being more invested or one being                 

much less so. 

● How would you deal with a transgression of what you’ve agreed or of decorum? 

● If your cooperation falters and the agency perceives it as being your fault - can you see                 

any implications for your company and how would you handle the situation? 

Networks 

● How do you go about finding an agency or agencies that are interesting? 

Geografi 

● Does it matter where an agency is located geographically? 

Concluding questions. 

● Is there anything that we failed to ask or otherwise missed that you feel is important for                 

us to understand how you get attracted and choose an 

 

  



 

Third version 

Introduction 

Length: 30-45 minutes. 

Goal: To understand how you find and decide on a marketing agency to start a working                

relationship with. We are interested in what attracts you or has attracted you to choose one or                 

more above the others.  

 

They are also informed that our focus is on the early stages of their relationship from when they                  

become aware of the need - to them officially entering into a working relationship through               

signing contracts or getting to work on the main project. 

They were again informed of their right to anonymity and that they had no responsibility to                

answer questions they felt uncomfortable answering, either on a professional or personal level. 

 

Introductory questions  

Ask the interviewee to tell us about his/her company. To get him/her to start talking and give                 

openings and direction to our prepared questions. 

Ask if they are currently in a relationship with an agency. 

 

Expected Value 

● What do you generally want to achieve by hiring an agency? 

● What properties are you looking for in an agency? 

○ What properties of an agency is an added bonus for you? 

 

Social compatibility 

● What gives you a good impression of the people working in the agency and or their                

representative in their professional roles? 

● What gives you a good impression of the people working in the agency as people? 

● Is shared values between the organisations relevant? 



 

Trust 

● How did you regulate your relation? 

○ How did you relate to each other? 

● How important is it to have a balanced relationship? Meaning that the relationship is not               

too important for one partner and not the other - one being more invested or one being                 

much less so. 

● How would you deal with a transgression of what you’ve agreed or of decorum? 

● If your cooperation falters and the agency perceives it as being your fault - can you see                 

any implications for your company and how would you handle the situation? 

Concluding questions. 

● Is there anything that we failed to ask or otherwise missed that you feel is important for                 

us to understand how you get attracted and choose an agency in this early stage of a                 

relationship? 


